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Summary

Because of linkage and variation in heterozygosity, individuals differ in the Mendelian
sampling variance on their gametes. Thus some parents produce genetically more variable
offspring than others. With genomic EBV and phased genotypes, these differences can be
quantified and potentially used to increase genetic gain. Here we show that genetic gain and
the probability of breeding a top-ranking individual can be increased by selecting individuals
on an index of their GEBV and the standard deviation on the GEBV of their gametes

(SDGEBV). The optimum index was , where is the
standardized truncation point belonging to the selected proportion p. Compared to selection
on ordinary GEBV, in dairy cattle the probability of breeding a top-ranking individual can be
increased by ~36%, and response to selection by ~3.6% when selection is strong (p = 0.001).
Preselection on GEBV facilitates implementation with little loss of gain.
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Introduction

In livestock genetic improvement, selection of parents based on EBV is believed to maximize
response. The focus on EBV, however, partly obscures the central role of Mendelian
sampling. Genetic improvement requires the offspring to be better than their parents and,
therefore, ultimately relies on selection for Mendelian sampling deviations (Woolliams et al.,
1999). The central role of Mendelian sampling deviations is also illustrated by the fact that
any breeding value can be decomposed fully into Mendelian sampling deviations of ancestors.
Thus response to selection consists entirely of Mendelian sampling deviations.

In the infinitesimal model, the Mendelian sampling variance on a gamete equals ¼VA

corrected for inbreeding. The actual Mendelian sampling variance, however, differs among
individuals because of linkage, LD, and variation in heterozygosity (e.g., Stam, 1980). In
other words, some parents produce genetically more variable gametes (and thus offspring)
than others (Segelke et al., 2014; Bonk et al., 2016). This phenomenon is similar to parents
with lower accuracy of EBV, who, given EBV, also produce more variable offspring
(Macbeth, 1994).

Consider two parents with identical GEBV. After selection in the offspring generation,
selected offspring of the parent with greater Mendelian sampling variance will be superior on
average, because of a greater genetic selection differential in those offspring. Thus variation
in Mendelian sampling variance among individuals can potentially be used to accelerate
response to selection, or to increase the probability of breeding a top-ranking offspring
(Segelke et al., 2014). This suggests that parents should be selected not only based on EBV,
but also on the Mendelian sampling variance of their gametes. Segelke et al. (2014)
considered using variability of gametes, but focussed on mating rather than selection.
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The Mendelian sampling variance generated by an individual can be measured as the
standard deviation of the genomic EBVs of its gametes (SDGEBV). In dairy cattle, the
coefficient of variation (CV) of SDGEBV ranges from ~0.10 to ~0.14 for protein yield, fat
yield, somatic cell score and still birth (Segelke et al., 2014). Since the average SDGEBV

equals 0.5 , this means that the SDGEBV of individuals ranges from ~0.32 to

~0.68 (± ~3 standard deviations). This range suggests considerable differences among
individuals in the variability of the GEBV of their gametes.

Here we investigate the potential to increase response to selection and the probability of
breeding a top-ranking individual by selecting individuals with higher Mendelian sampling
variance. We compared a number of selection indices of the GEBV and SDGEBV to identify
the optimum index. Because the relative magnitude of the Mendelian sampling variance
increases in selected populations (Bulmer, 1971), we focus on a selected population.

Material and Methods

We investigated the performance of several linear and non-linear selection indices of GEBV
and SDGEBV, for two criteria: 1. The probability that offspring in the next generation are in
the top p-fraction of individuals, and 2. The mean GEBV of the selected offspring in the next
generation. The first criterion measures the probability of breeding a top-ranking individual,
while the second criterion measures response to selection on the population level. Linear

indices were of the type , where b was either estimated a priori from
separate simulations, or derived theoretically. In the latter case, b was a function of selection
intensity and/or the standardized truncation point. Non-linear indices used properties of the
normal distribution to predict the probability that offspring exceed the selection threshold.
Indices were compared using simulated data.

We consider a population with discrete generations and GEBV available on all selection
candidates. Response to selection equalled the change in mean GEBV, so true BV were not
modelled. Furthermore, we assume that the SDGEBV is known for each candidate. In
practice, when the linkage map is known, genotypes are phased, and individual GEBV are
available, such SDGEBV can be obtained either by simulation or prediction (Bonk et al.
2016). GEBV and SDGEBV were normally distributed.

With each index, the best 100 individuals were selected as parents out of 100/p
candidates. Then a total of 100/p offspring were simulated, using normally distributed
gametic GEBV. The gametes of a parent had a mean of half the GEBV of the parent and a
standard deviation equal to the SDGEBV of the parent. Subsequently, offspring were
selected, and the mean GEBV of selected offspring and the proportion of offspring exceeding
the selection threshold were calculated for each index. The selection threshold was defined by
the top p-fraction of offspring, when parents had been selected on GEBV. Because genomic
selection (GS) creates a very strong Bulmer-effect, selection was continued for 4 generations
and results will be shown for the Bulmer-equilibrium (Bulmer, 1971).

The benefit of selecting on SDGEBV will depend on its CV and on the intensity of
selection. Based on values found by Segelke et al. (2014; see above), we considered CVs of
0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20. We considered selected proportions (p) of 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05,
0.01, 0.005 and 0.001. For each scenario, we used 10,000 replicates.

Selection of parents on their SDGEBV requires phasing of selection candidates. This
may be computationally demanding at high selection intensities. For this reason, we also
investigated whether candidates can be preselected based on GEBV, with a second selection
step based on the optimal index.
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Results and Discussion

There was no benefit of non-linear indices, neither for response to selection, nor for the
probability of breeding a top-ranking individual (results not shown). Simulation results
showed that the following selection index was superior, across all scenario’s and for both
criteria,

,

where is the standardized truncation point belonging to p (e.g., xp = 2.326 for p = 0.01).
Table 1 shows that breeders can considerably increase the probability of breeding a top-

ranking individual by selecting on the index rather than the GEBV, particularly with intense
selection. For example, for the SDGEBV found in dairy cattle (CV = 0.1), breeders can
increase this probability by 36% when selecting one in thousand.

Table 2 shows that increases in response, when selecting on the index rather than the
GEBV, are relatively small. For example, for the SDGEBV found in dairy cattle, response to
selection can be increased by 3.6% when selecting one in thousand. While this gain may seem
small, it can be obtained with little extra effort. Only the SDGEBV needs to be calculated.

Table 1. Percentage increase in the probability that offspring exceed the threshold belonging
to the top p-fraction when parents are selected on the index (I), relative to selection on
GEBV1.

CV of SDGEBV
p 0.05 0.102 0.15 0.20
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.05
0.01
0.005
0.001

0
0
1
1
3
4
8

0
1
2
4
13
18
36

0
2
4
10
29
42
89

0
3
8
16
53
78
175

1Values are the ratio of the total number of individuals in the offspring generation that exceed the threshold
when parents are selected on I over the corresponding number when parents are selected on GEBV, multiplied
by 100%, minus 100%. 2This is the value found in dairy cattle (Segelke et al., 2014).

Table 2. Percentage increase in the mean GEBV of selected offspring when parents are
selected on the index (I) relative to selection on ordinary GEBV1.

CV of SDGEBV
p 0.05 0.102 0.15 0.20
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.05
0.01
0.005
0.001

-0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.8

-0.2
0.6
0.9
1.3
2.2
2.5
3.6

0.0
1.3
1.9
2.9
5.1
6.2
9.1

0.0
2.1
3.6
5.2
9.9
12.1
18.2

1Values are the ratio of realized response due to selection in the offspring generation on the Index, versus that
on GEBV multiplied by 100%, minus 100%. 2This is the value found in dairy cattle (Segelke et al., 2014).

Figure 1 shows that strong preselection on GEBV can be applied with very little loss of
benefits. For example, for a total selected proportion of p = 0.005, using preselection with p1
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= 0.02 reduced benefits of selection on the index from 18.0% to 17.4% (left panel Figure 1,
p1 = 1 vs. p1 = 0.02). Hence, the number of candidates that have to be phased per selected
parent can be decreased from 200 (=1/0.005) to 4 (=0.02/0.005) with only 0.6% loss of
response.

Figure 1. Cost of two-stage selection, for three overall selected proportions (p = p1p2). Lines show the
benefit (%) of two-stage selection, relative to selection on GEBV, as a function of the selected
proportion in the first stage (p1). First stage selection is on GEBV. Second stage on the Index. Panel
A: % increase in the probability that offspring are in the top p fraction. Panel B: % increase in
response to selection. For SDGEBV = 0.1. The x-axis is logarithmic. Note that at p1 = 1 all animals
continue to the 2nd stage, so selection is entirely on the index. Conversely, with p1= p, so that p2 = 1,
selection is solely in the first stage on GEBV. For example, for p = 0.005, single-stage selection on
the index (p1 = 1, so p2 = 0.005) increases response by 2.55% compared to selection on GEBV (arrow
1, Panel B). Two-stage selection with p1 = 0.02 (so p2 = 0.25) increases response by 2.47% compared
to selection on GEBV (arrow 2).

Accounting for the Bulmer-effect revealed considerably larger benefits of selecting for
Mendelian sampling variance. With GS, the Bulmer-equilibrium variance equals

, where k depends on the intensity of selection, and is usually
between ~0.6 and ~0.93. For p = 0.01, for example, k = 0.90, the equilibrium variance is 53%
of the unselected variance, 0.50/0.53 = 95% of the variance in GEBVs is within families, and
only 0.03/0.53 = 5% of the variance in GEBVs is between families. Hence, with GS,
Mendelian sampling contributes the vast majority of the variance of GEBV. This explains
why accounting for the Bulmer effect is essential for response to GS (Bijma, 2012).
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